
Abstract Global wave hindcasts are developed using the third generation spectral wave model 
WAVEWATCH III with the observation-based source terms (ST6) and a hybrid rectilinear-curvilinear, 
irregular-regular-irregular grid system (approximately at 0.25 0.25  ). Three distinct global hindcasts are 
produced: (a) a long-term hindcast (1979–2019) forced by the ERA5 conventional winds 10U  and (b) two 
short-term hindcasts (2011–2019) driven by the NCEP climate forecast system (CFS)v2 10U  and the ERA5 
neutral winds 10,neuU , respectively. The input field for ice is sourced from the Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite 
Application Facility (OSI SAF) sea-ice concentration climate data records. These wave simulations, 
together with the driving wind forcing, are validated against extensive in-situ observations and satellite 
altimeter records. The performance of the ST6 wave hindcasts shows promising results across multiple 
wave parameters, including the conventional wave characteristics (e.g., wave height sH  and wave period) 
and high-order spectral moments (e.g., the surface Stokes drift and mean square slope). The ERA5-based 
simulations generally present lower random errors, but the CFS-based run represents extreme sea states 
(e.g., 10sH   m) considerably better. Novel wave parameters available in our hindcasts, namely the 
dominant wave breaking probability, wave-induced mixed layer depth, freak wave indexes and wave-
spreading factor, are further described and briefly discussed. Inter-comparisons of sH  from the long-term 
(41 years) wave hindcast, buoy measurements and two different calibrated altimeter data sets highlight 
the inconsistency in these altimeter records arising from different calibration methodology. Significant 
errors in the low-frequency bins (period 15T   s) for both wave energy and directionality call for further 
model development.

Plain Language Summary Ocean surface waves are fundamentally important for ocean 
engineering design, ship navigation, air-sea exchange of gas, heat, momentum and energy, upper ocean 
dynamics, and remote sensing of the ocean. Spectral wave modeling is an indispensable tool to estimate 
sea state information. In this study, we present new global wave hindcasts developed using the state-
of-the-art model physics and numerics and the modern reanalysis winds and satellite sea ice records. 
It is demonstrated through validation against in-situ observations and altimeter records that the global 
wave hindcasts perform well across multiple parameters. Meanwhile, intercomparisons of wave height 
from the long-term hindcast, buoys, and altimeters reveal inconsistency and potential inhomogeneity in 
these different data sets. The wave hindcasts we developed, in combination with global wave databases 
published previously, will form a large ensemble of realizations of historical evolution of sea states 
simulated with distinct wave physics and wind forcing, which will help quantify sea states in real oceans 
more accurately.
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1. Introduction
Wind-generated waves present at the air-sea interface are fundamentally important for ocean engineering 
design, ship navigation, air-sea exchange of gas, heat, momentum and energy, upper ocean dynamics, sea 
ice fracture and breakup, and remote sensing of the ocean (e.g., Babanin, 2011, ch. 9; Cavaleri et al., 2012; 
Donelan, 1990; Donelan & Pierson, 1987). Nowadays sea state information is routinely reported by moored 
or drifting buoys, platforms and rigs (e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2019), Voluntary Observing Ships (Gulev & Grig-
orieva, 2006), satellites (e.g., Hasselmann et al., 2012; Hauser et al., 2020; Zieger et al., 2009) and numerical 
weather forecasts using spectral wave models (e.g., Bidlot, 2017). Among these various approaches, spectral 
wave modeling has been playing an indispensable role in many wave-related engineering and geophysical 
applications. The performance of third-generation spectral wave models (e.g., Booij et al., 1999; The WAMDI 
Group, 1988; Tolman, 1991) has also been continuously improved over the past decades owing to upgrades 
in model physics, numerics and enhancement in the quality of input fields (e.g., Cavaleri et al., 2007, 2018; 
Janssen, 2008; Resio et al., 2019).

Compared against observational systems (e.g., buoys and satellites), spectral wave modeling is highly de-
sired in at least two aspects. First, it is capable of providing high sampling resolution (constrained by the 
available computational resources) in both space and time. Second, it can yield the full information of 
sea states (i.e., the full directional wave spectrum) and other complemental quantities relevant for wind-
wave-current interactions (e.g., air-sea momentum flux, surface Stokes drift, wave breaking statistics; Fan 
et al., 2009; Rascle et al., 2008; Romero, 2019, see also our Section 6) on a wide range of geophysical scales 
(from global to regional). While more research is needed to further improve our understanding of wind 
wave physics and individual source terms in wave models, previous research has clearly demonstrated that 
the present-day spectral wave models perform remarkably well in estimating conventional wave parame-
ters (e.g., wave height and period) in oceanic waters which are sufficiently far from coastlines and sea ice, 
provided that the driving winds are sufficiently accurate (Janssen, 2008). More recently, the accuracy of the 
modeled high-order spectral moments (e.g., mean square slope) has also been significantly enhanced (Ar-
dhuin et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2019) largely owing to the usage of more physical wave breaking source func-
tions. Accordingly, short-term and long-term wave reanalyses and hindcasts forced by good-quality winds 
(e.g., Bidlot et al., 2019; Chawla et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2012; Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013) have been widely used 
for wave climate analysis (e.g., Semedo et al., 2011; Young et al., 2020), assessment of wave energy resources 
(e.g., Hemer et al., 2017; Ribal et al., 2020), investigating wind-wave interactions (e.g., Hanley et al., 2010), 
calculating the Stokes drift velocity profile (e.g., Breivik et al., 2014; Carrasco et al., 2014), diagnosing wave-
forced turbulence in the upper ocean (e.g., Belcher et al., 2012; Thomson et al., 2016), and for calibrating 
and validating satellite wave measurements (e.g., Liu et al., 2016; Hauser et al., 2020), among others.

In this study, we present new global wave hindcasts developed using the third-generation spectral wave 
model WAVEWATCH III (hereafter WW3; The WAVEWATCH III Development Group (WW3DG) (2019), 
hereafter WW3DG19; version 7.00 was used with modifications for including wave parameters described 
in Section 6 and for fixing bugs in regridding model outputs from multiple grids). These data were built 
upon the observation-based source term parameterizations (ST6; Liu et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2012; Zieg-
er et al., 2015) and the irregular-regular-irregular (IRI) grid system (roughly 0.25 0.25  ; Rogers & Lin-
zell, 2018). Modern satellite sea ice data (Lavergne et al., 2019) and reanalysis winds were used as model in-
put fields. Specifically, three global hindcasts were produced, including a long-term run (1979–2019) forced 
by the ERA5 conventional winds (Hersbach et al., 2020), and two short-term runs (2011–2019) forced by 
the NCEP climate forecast system (CFS) winds (Saha et al., 2010, 2014) and the ERA5 neutral winds (Bid-
lot et al., 2019), respectively. These wave hindcasts, in combination with global wave databases published 
previously (e.g., Bidlot et al., 2019; Chawla et al., 2013; Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013), represent realizations of 
historical sea state information as simulated with different wave physics packages and wind forcing, and 
therefore are expected to be highly useful for future climatic and engineering research.

Starting from Section 2, we will introduce the in-situ measurements and satellite altimeter observations 
used for model validation and comparisons, followed by the detailed description of model physics, numer-
ics, and forcing inputs (winds, ice) in Section 3. Intercomparisons of the ERA5 and CFS winds are also 
presented in Section 3.3. Thorough validations of our global wave hindcasts against altimeter and buoy 
observations are given in Section 4 and 5, respectively. The quality of the modeled spectral shape is also 
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carefully evaluated against buoy spectra in terms of multiple spectral metrics therein. Section 6 provides 
further brief explanations of unconventional wave parameters available from our database and associated 
preliminary climatological analysis. Discussion and conclusions in Section 7 finalize this paper.

2. Satellite and In-Situ Observations
2.1. Altimeter Data Set

The calibrated and validated altimeter data set developed by Ribal and Young  (2019) is adopted as the 
reference for evaluating the accuracy of the wind forcing and wave hindcasts on a global scale (Table 1). It 
consists of more than 30 years (1985–2019) of global significant wave height sH  and wind speed 10U  from 14 
radar altimeters, of which the missions and temporal coverage are illustrated in Figure 1a. The 1 Hz altim-
eter sH  and 10U  records have been quality-controlled and extensively validated against in-situ buoy meas-
urements and against remote sensing observations from other simultaneously operating altimeters. The 
altimeter estimates sH  from the slope of the leading edge of the returned waveform (Chelton et al., 2001) 
and retrieves 10U  from the normalized radar cross section 0  by employing empirical algorithms (e.g., Zieger 
et al., 2009). The single-parameter algorithm of Abdalla (2012) was adopted in Ribal and Young (2019) to 
derive 10U  with a 0  offset applied to each altimeter to optimize the rms error. An empirical correction pro-
posed by Young (1993) was further introduced for 10U  greater than 18 m 1s , given by

10 06.4 69.U    (1)

The altimeter data are archived in 1 by 1 bins, and within each bin, full data resolution is provided with 
all parameters for each 1 Hz altimeter record available (e.g., time, longitude, latitude, calibrated sH , and 

10U ). For comparison, gridded model outputs are interpolated bi-linearly in space and linearly in time to 
altimeter spatial-temporal locations. For a given 1 1   bin and a specific altimeter pass, the altimeter 1 Hz 
records and the model counterparts are then averaged along the ground track and form one model-altimeter 
collocation, provided that the total number of valid 1 Hz altimeter records is not less than 10 (see also Rascle 
et al., 2008). Observations from several altimeters during certain periods were excluded from our analysis 
for the reasons explained in Text S1.
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Data set Parameters Duration Resolution Reference

Altimeters 10,sH U 03/1985–12/2019 1 Hz, O (7) km Ribal and Young (2019)

Altimeters sH 08/1991–12/2018 monthly, 1 1   Dodet et al. (2020)

OSI-450 ic 01/1979–12/2015 daily, 225 25 km Lavergne et al. (2019)

OSI-430-b – 01/2016–12/2019 – –

ERA5 10 10,neu,U U , 2, ,i sc T T 01/1979–12/2019 hourly, 0.25 0.25   Hersbach et al. (2020)

CFSR 10U 01/1979–12/2010 hourly, 0.5 0.5   Saha et al. (2010)

CFSv2 – 01/2011–12/2019 – Saha et al. (2014)

CCI v2.1 depth sT 01/1982–12/2019 daily, 0.25 0.25   Merchant et al. (2019)

Ifremer/Los annual climatology of mlh 1961–2008 monthly, 2 2   de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004)

Table 1 
Satellite and Reanalysis Datasets Used in This Study, Including Environmental Parameters We Selected (Significant Wave Height sH , Wind 10 m Above the Sea 
Surface 10U , Ice Concentration ic , 10 m Neutral Wind 10,neuU , 2 m Air Temperature 2T , Sea Surface Temperature sT  and Mixed Layer Depth mlh ), Data Duration, 
Spatial and Temporal Resolutions and Corresponding References
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2.2. In-Situ Wind and Wave Measurements

An extensive data set of in-situ wind and wave observations was collected as well for validating reanalysis 
winds and our wave hindcasts. For simplicity, hereafter we will refer to both buoys and operating platforms 
as “buoys.” The data set consists of buoy data archived by multiple agencies, including the U.S. National 
Data Buoy Center (NDBC; Meindl & Hamilton, 1992), Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP; Seymour 
et al., 1985), Canadian Marine Environmental Data Section (MEDS), ECMWF (Bidlot, 2017; Appendix A), 
Chinese Ocean Monitoring Network (Wang et al., 2019), Korea Meteorological Agency (KMA), Korea Hy-
drographic and Oceanographic Agency (KHOA; Ha et al., 2019), Australian Ocean Data Network (AODN) 
and Brazilian Navy PNBOIA (Pereira et al., 2017). A few buoys located in the Southern Ocean were sourced 
from Ocean Observatories Initiative (Trowbridge et  al.,  2019) and MetOcean Solutions (see also Young 
et al., 2020). We have only considered buoys reporting wave data (with/without wind data). The details of 
each buoy data set, including the data duration, total number of stations, available wind and wave parame-
ters, are summarized in Table 2.

Only buoys with water depth 100d    m were chosen, except for stations in the coastal areas of China, 
South Korea, and Australia. Apart from the built-in quality control procedure performed by distinct agen-
cies, we also conducted an extra statistical pre-processing to eliminate data outliers by following Caires 
and Sterl (2003) and Liu et al. (2016). Wind measurements zU  at non-standard height (i.e., 10z   m) were 
transformed into 10U  by assuming a neutral logarithmic boundary layer and employing the drag law of 
Hwang  (2011). Unless otherwise specified, only 10U , sH  and representative wave periods (i.e., mean ze-
ro-crossing period 0,2T  or peak period pT ) were used for comparisons, and buoys with less than 1 year valid 

sH  records were not considered. Some buoys may change their locations many times during their lifetime 
because of redeployment. When collocating with model outputs (hourly spectra at buoy locations), one 
buoy with multiple deployments was regarded as separate stations; nonetheless, validation statistics were 
finally re-collected as if this specific buoy has never moved. Figure 2 presents the locations of the selected 
373 buoys.
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Figure 1. (a) Temporal coverage of the radar altimeter data of Ribal and Young (2019) from 14 satellite missions. 
Horizontal bars are color-coded according to the operating agencies. (b) Temporal extent of the passive microwave 
satellite data sourced from the Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF) sea ice concentration climate 
data records (Lavergne et al., 2019). Horizontal bars are color-coded by the type of microwave sensors.
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3. Model Setup
3.1. Physics

Third generation spectral wave models solve the radiative transfer equation (RTE) to predict the evolution 
and propagation of ocean surface waves. Neglecting the effect of ocean currents, the RTE can be written as 
(e.g., Komen et al., 1994)

in ds swl nl bf db
d ,
d
F S S S S S S
t
      (2)

where ( , ; , )F f t x  is the two-dimensional wave spectrum and the RHS of Equation 2 represents distinct 
physical processes modulating wave energy. Only physical mechanisms that are likely dominant in deep 
oceans, shelf seas, and shoaling zones (Young, 1999b, ch. 8) are considered here, including

1.  Wind input inS , wave breaking dissipation dsS , and swell decay swlS  which are quantified by the obser-
vation-based source term package ST6 (Liu et  al.,  2019; Rogers et  al.,  2012; Zieger et  al.,  2015). The 
ST6-based wind input source function inS  depends on wave steepness and degree of flow separation and 
consequently is a nonlinear function of wave spectrum (Donelan et al., 2006). It is further subject to the 
physical constraint that at the sea surface, the wave-supported stress w  should not exceed the total wind 
stress 2

10a dC U   less the viscous stress 2
10v a vC U   (e.g., Rogers et al., 2012; Tsagareli et al., 2010):

 in ( , ) cos , sin d d .
( )w w v

S fg f
c f

       ∬   (3)

 here c is the phase velocity, a  ( w ) is the density of air (water), g is the gravitational acceleration and 
dC  ( vC ) is the total (viscous) drag coefficient. The wave breaking term dsS  of ST6 takes into account 

dissipation due to two mechanisms: (a) the inherent wave breaking occurring at each frequency once 
the steepness of that wave component exceeds a threshold value (Babanin et al., 2001) and (b) the 
induced breaking of relatively short waves due to the modulation of longer waves (Babanin, 2011; 
Young & Babanin, 2006). The swell decay swlS  parameterizes the loss of wave energy to the sea as a 
result of the turbulence production induced by wave orbital motions (Babanin, 2006, 2011). Swell 
outrunning or traveling obliquely to the wind will lose energy to the air in terms of negative inS  (e.g., 
Donelan, 1999; Liu et al., 2017). The reader is referred to Rogers et al. (2012) and Zieger et al. (2015) 
for full details of the ST6 package and to Liu et  al.  (2019) for the latest updates. Thorough com-
parisons of the ST6 against other source term packages can be found in Liu et al. (2019) and Stopa 
et al. (2016).
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Figure 2. Locations of buoys selected to verify reanalysis winds and wave hindcasts (acronyms are introduced in 
Table 2).
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2.  Nonlinear four-wave interactions nlS  as estimated by the discrete interaction approximation (DIA; Has-
selmann, 1962; Hasselmann et al., 1985). Although having significant shortcomings, the DIA, being a 
good compromise between accuracy and efficiency, remains as the most successful parameterization of 

nlS  thus far for operational wave hindcasting and forecasting (Cavaleri et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2019; Resio 
& Perrie, 2008; Rogers & van Vledder, 2013; Tolman, 2013, among others).

3.  Dissipation arising from the bottom friction bfS  (Hasselmann et al., 1973, JONSWAP). Following Zijlema 
et al. (2012), we have adopted the bottom-friction coefficient 20.038 m    3s  for both wind sea and 
swell.

4.  Depth-induced wave breaking dbS  due to Battjes and Janssen (1978) with the Miche-type criterion for the 
maximum individual wave height.

In polar regions, sea ice will damp the incident wave energy significantly in a complicated manner (e.g., 
Squire, 2019). While great progress has been achieved in parameterization of wave-ice interactions par-
ticularly over the past several years (e.g., Doble & Bidlot, 2013; Liu et al., 2020; Meylan et al., 2018; Rog-
ers et al., 2016; Voermans et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2013), the ice source term iceS  currently available 
typically requires a priori knowledge of ice properties (e.g., ice thickness, rheological and/or dissipative 
parameters; see Table 1 of Liu et al., 2020). Yet little is known about these sea ice properties at large geo-
physical scales and for different ice types. For simplicity, we therefore have selected the partial-blocking 
approach of Tolman (2003) to represent, at least to some degree, the ice-induced wave decay. Grid cells 
with ice concentration 75%ic   are regarded as land points, and with 25%ic   as open water. For inter-
mediate ic , the wave energy flux is partially blocked with the amount of blocked varying linearly between 
0 and 1.

3.2. Numerics

The spectral grid is discretized as / 0.1f f   and 10   with [0.037, 0.953]if   Hz, 1, ,35i   . Wave en-
ergy is propagated in the spatial and spectral spaces using the third-order ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme 
with the averaging method to alleviate the Garden Sprinkler Effect (Tolman, 2002).

The global wave simulations are performed on an IRI grid system designed by Rogers and Linzell (2018, IRI-
1/4 therein). Specifically, this IRI system consists of three separate grids (Figure 3), including

•  a regular spherical grid at low latitudes (latitude | | 55  ) with the spatial resolution at 0.25 by 0.25;
•  two curvilinear polar stereographic grids (Rogers & Campbell, 2009) at high latitudes (approximately 

| | 50  ) with the resolution at about 18 km.

The IRI grid technique is devised to improve model efficiency particularly for global wave simulations 
covering very high latitudes. This is achieved by minimizing the variability of grid spacing ( x ) which 
consequently allows for a larger time step as prescribed by the CFL criteria. At the overlapped zone (i.e., 

[50 , 55 ]    ), x  for the regular and curvilinear grids is matched approximately at 16 km (Figure 3c). Lati-
tudes beyond 89N are excluded from the computations (Figure 3a) to avoid the polar singularity (Li, 2012; 
Rogers & Campbell, 2009). All the three grids share the same time steps with the global time step gt  and 
time steps for spatial advection xt , intraspectral propagation ft  and source term integration st  of 1800, 
600, 600, and 180 s, respectively. Unresolved islands are represented as obstruction grids by following Chaw-
la and Tolman (2008) and Tolman (2003). One is referred to Rogers and Linzell (2018) for more technical 
details on the IRI grid systems (e.g., configurations at four distinct resolutions, time stepping and valida-
tion). Three-hourly field outputs from these three grids are gathered and regridded onto a regular spherical 
global 0.25 0.25   grid.

3.3. Forcing Data

3.3.1. Ice Concentration

The Arctic and Antarctic sea ice concentration data, used as WW3 input, are sourced from the second 
version of the global ic  climate data records released by the EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Appli-
cation Facility (OSI SAF; Lavergne et al., 2019, Table 1). This data set was derived from passive microwave 
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satellite records provided by the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), Special Sensor 
Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), and Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) instruments onboard 
the U.S. Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites (Figure 1b). A hybrid, self-tuning and 
self-optimizing algorithm was employed to retrieve ic  from brightness temperature using imaging frequency 
channels at 19 and 37 GHz (Lavergne et al., 2019). The processed daily ic  data are delivered on two Equal 
Area Scalable Earth 2 (EASE2) grids at the resolution of 25 25  2km . When forcing WW3, significant data 
gaps of this OSI SAF data set (e.g., 03/1986–06/1986) were filled by the ERA5 ic  product.

3.3.2. Wind Forcing

Wind forcing stands as one critical component for spectral wave modeling. Various reanalyzed wind data 
sets are available, among which the two modern reanalyses have been considered in this study (Table 1), 
namely the ERA5 global reanalysis (0.25 0.25  ; Hersbach et al., 2020) and the CFS reanalysis (0.5 0.5  ;  
Saha et al., 2010; Saha et al., 2014, sourced from https://rda.ucar.edu). A detailed intercomparison of the 
ERA5 and CFS winds against the altimeter 10U  is first conducted to understand their relative performance 
on the global scale. Bidlot et al. (2019) demonstrated that wave simulations forced by the ERA5 10 m neu-
tral winds 10,neuU  slightly outperform those forced by the ERA5 conventional 10U , as characterized by the 
reduced positive (negative) bias in sH  under stable (unstable) atmospheric stratification (see also Cordero 
et al., 2020). We therefore included the ERA5 10,neuU  in the intercomparison analysis as well. It is noteworthy 
that altimeter 10U  was not assimilated into the ERA5 and CFS forecasting systems (Hersbach et al., 2020; 
Saha et al., 2010, 2014), and thus is fully independent from these reanalyzes. Error metrics used below in-
clude bias b, root mean square error (RMSE)  , correlation coefficient  , scatter index (SI) and normalized 
bias nb  and nRMSE  , of which definitions can be found in Ardhuin et al. (2010) and Chawla et al. (2013), 
among others, and therefore are not described here.

Figure 4 presents the comparison of winds between altimeters (ENVISAT, JASON-1/2 and CRYOSAT-2) 
and different reanalyses for the year 2011. It is seen that the ERA5 10U  and 10,neuU  are in remarkable agree-
ment with altimeter measurements (Figures 4a and 4b), showing a correlation () of 0.95 and scatter index 
(SI) of 0.14. Both of the ERA5 winds underestimate altimeter values slightly with biases (b) of −0.41 and 
−0.25 m 1s  for the conventional and neutral 10U , respectively. In terms of the RMSE ( ), the ERA5 10,neuU  is 
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Figure 3. Illustration of the irregular-regular-irregular (IRI)-1/4 grid system at the (a) Northern and (b) Southern 
Hemispheres. The orange circle (latitude 55  ) highlights the boundary of the regular spherical grid at low latitudes. 
The purple rectangle defines the spatial extent of the curvilinear polar stereographic grid, where the gray-shaded region 
is masked out in WAVEWATCH III simulations and the purple circular arcs along 50   denote active boundary 
points. The climatological sea ice edges (ice concentration 15%ic  ) in March and September for each decade are also 
shown as blue and red contour lines. (c) Evolution of the grid spacing x  (in km) with latitude  for the (solid orange) 
regular and (purple) curvilinear grids (figure adapted from Figure 8 of Rogers & Linzell, 2018). The dotted orange line 
indicates how x  of the regular grid changes if  further increases. The hatched region in each panel represents the 
overlapped zone between different grids.

https://rda.ucar.edu
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marginally better than the conventional 10U  (1.16 vs. 1.22 m 1s ). The CFS 10U  also compares well with al-
timeters (Figure 4c), but yields noticeably weaker skills than the ERA5-based ones, as illustrated by the rel-
atively higher   and SI (1.42 m 1s , 0.17) and lower   (0.93). On average, 10U  from the CFS is 0.27 m 1s  lower 
than observations. It may be worth mentioning that the differences in the performance of the ERA5 and 
CFS winds could not be explained by the relatively coarse resolution of the CFS data we selected (i.e., 0.5). 
The CFS 10U  archived on the native T574 reduced Gaussian grid ( 0.2 ) presents very similar error metrics 
to those given in Figure 4c (see e.g., Figure 2 of Stopa et al., 2016). The percentile-percentile or QQ plot (Fig-
ure 4d) suggests that all the three reanalysis winds perform well up to the 95th percentile of occurrence. For 
even higher wind speeds (e.g., 99–99.9th percentiles or 10 20U   m 1s ), the ERA5 clearly underestimates 
the altimeter retrievals based on Equation 1. The CFS, on the other hand, shows a better performance in 
representing these extreme conditions, as distinctly evidenced by the estimated PDFs (Figure 4f).

The spatial distributions of the normalized bias nb  and nRMSE   of the three reanalysis winds in 2011 are 
shown in Figure 5. Both ERA5 and CFS 10U  show negative biases (-6% and −3%, respectively) dominat-
ing over the global basins except for the area off the Pacific coast of northern South America (Figures 5a 
and 5e). This corresponds well to the Niño 3 region defined by the climate community (Rasmusson & Car-
penter, 1982), and 10U  is moderately overestimated particularly for the CFS. At high latitudes (e.g., Southern 
Ocean), the ERA5 10U  is significantly lower than altimeter observations ( 9%nb   ), whereas the CFS winds 
are markedly stronger and have a 3%nb   . On the contrary, in the equatorial zones (e.g., the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone; ITCZ), the CFS 10U  is more negatively biased than the ERA5 (−15% vs. −9%).

The regional variation in the n  of the ERA5 10U  (Figure 5b) is quite remarkable. The lowest n  is seen in 
the central eastern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (7%), followed by 10% in the Southern Ocean. Errors in the 
western Pacific and Atlantic are markedly larger (15%–20%), and the largest errors appear in the equatorial 
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Figure 4. Comparison of winds between altimeters (ENVISAT, JASON-1/2, CRYOSAT-2) and reanalyzes (a) ERA5 10U , (b) ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU , and 
(c) NCEP climate forecast system (CFS) 10U  for 2011. (d) The percentile plot (i.e., Q-Q plot) of 10U  with markers highlighting the 90, 95, 99, 99.1, , 99.9th 
percentiles. (e) Estimated probability density functions (PDFs) of 10U  for 10 15U   m 1s . (f) Same as (e) but for PDFs plotted on a logarithmic scale and for 
higher winds ( 10 15U   m 1s ). “NEU” in (d)–(f) represents the ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU .
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zones, especially in the vicinity of the Maritime Continent ( 25 %). Chelton and Xie (2010) pointed out that 
present-day numerical weather prediction models tend to underrepresent the mesoscale influence of sea 
surface temperature (SST) on surface winds, explaining well the relatively larger errors in winds riding on 
the western boundary currents (e.g., Kuroshio and Gulf Stream). Besides, the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio 
Current regions are also areas where intense cyclogenesis activity is taking place, which is not always well 
captured by atmospheric models. The CFS 10U  provides a very similar error pattern (Figure 5f) but the n  is 
generally 3%–5% higher in central basins than that for the ERA5.

Also shown in Figure 5a is the relative difference between the annual mean 2 m air temperature 2T  and 
SST sT , defined by 2 2( ) /n sT T T T    (the hatching). Consistent with Young and Donelan (2018), the vast 
majority of the global oceans are characterized by unstable atmospheric stratification (i.e., negative nT ).  
According to the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Monin & Obukhov,  1954), the equivalent neutral 
winds 10,neuU , transformed from 10U , will be stronger than 10U  (see e.g., Figure 2 of Young & Donelan, 2018). 
Figure 5c demonstrates clearly that in most regions the ERA5 10,neuU  is 3%–5% higher than the conven-
tional 10U  (black contours). In low and mid latitudes, the 10,neuU  slightly overestimates altimeter values  
( 3%nb  ). The relative performance of the ERA5 10,neuU  over the conventional 10U  is not spatially uniform 
(Figure 5d). On the west side of ocean basins, n  for the 10,neuU  is 1% lower (stippling); by contrast, n  in the 
eastern ocean basins is enlarged marginally ( 1% ; black contours). It should be noted, however, that the 
altimeter 10U  effectively assumes neutral conditions as they were calibrated against buoy observations ( zU ) 
extrapolated to 10 m under a neutral boundary layer assumption (Young & Donelan, 2018). Therefore, it is 
not surprising that overall, the ERA5 10,neuU  is marginally closer, than the conventional 10U , to the altimeter 
data (Figures 4a and 4b).
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Figure 5. Error metrics of winds gridded in 2 2   bins for (a and b) ERA5 10U , (c and d) ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU , and (e and f) NCEP climate forecast 
system (CFS) 10U  in 2011, showing (left) normalized bias nb  and (right) normalized rmse n . Hatching in (a) represents the contour level of 2 2( ) /n sT T T T   ,  
with ‘/’, ‘\’ and ‘.’ corresponding to 7, 5, 3nT     ‰, respectively. Here 2T  and sT  are the annual mean air temperature at a height of 2 m and sea surface 
temperature. Contours in (c) denote the relative difference in nb  between the ERA5 conventional and neutral winds, , ,10,neu 10n n U n Ub b b   . Stippling in (d) 
indicates where , ,10,neu 10 1%n n U n U       , and black thin and thick contours are for n  of 0% and 1%, respectively.
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Figure 6 presents the temporal evolution of error metrics of the three reanalysis winds relative to all the 
altimeters for the global domain. Following Chawla et al. (2013), monthly statistics are calculated over a 
sliding 3 month period. It is demonstrated that the systematic differences across distinct winds are fairly 
consistent over time. In line with Figure 4, the RMSE of the ERA5 10,neuU  is generally the lowest, very closely 
followed by the ERA5 10U , whereas the CFS 10U  yields noticeably larger   (Figure 6b). During the early 
period of the altimeter epoch (e.g., GEOSAT and ERS-1 missions prior to 1993), the mismatch between rea-
nalyses and satellite observations is remarkably large. Subsequently, skills of the ERA5 and CFS winds are 
appreciably improved, showing a clear, continuous reduction (increase) in SI () over the years (Figures 6c 
and 6d). This is primarily due to the growing availability of observations for data assimilation (see e.g., Fig-
ure 3 of Hersbach et al., 2020). Error metrics from 2010 onwards, particularly after 2015, become more or 
less stable. The performance of the upper percentile reanalysis winds (i.e., 90th-, 95th- and 99th-percentiles) 
is further discussed in Appendix B.

Considering that (a) the ERA5 winds are significantly of better quality than the CFS winds, as character-
ized by the noticeably lower random errors (SI) and relatively better homogeneity in time, and (b) that the 
differences in the ERA5 conventional and neutral winds are marginal, we therefore have chosen the ERA5 
conventional 10U  as the wind forcing for our long-term global wave hincast from 1979 to 2019. Nonetheless, 
the CFS winds perform extremely well at high winds (e.g., 10 20U   m 1s ) particularly after the year 2010 
(Figures B1a, B1c and B1e). Hence, we also performed a short-term nine-year model run (from 2011 on-
wards) with the CFS 10U . Similarly, another nine-year run with the ERA5 neutral winds was also conducted, 
aiming at understanding the response of the ST6 wave physics to the atmospheric stability.
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Figure 6. Evolution of error metrics with time of three reanalysis winds (solid lines: ERA5 10U , dotted lines: ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU , dashed lines: NCEP 
climate forecast system (CFS) 10U ) relative to different altimeters: (a) bias b, (b) RMSE  , (c) scatter index (SI), and (d) correlation coefficient . Following 
Chawla et al. (2013), monthly statistics are calculated for a sliding 3 month period for the global domain. The ERS-2 was operated without gyroscopes after 
February 2001, and thus data quality has degraded slightly since then, as clearly illustrated by the jump occurring in 2001.
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The ST6 source term package available in WW3 (version 6.07 and higher) was initially calibrated with one-
year of CFS data for 2011 (Liu et al., 2019). It provokes a re-calibration of the tunable wind stress parameter, 
CDFAC, of the ST6 when different winds are adopted (Zieger et al., 2015), defined by

2 2
* 10,du C U CDFAC (4)

where *u  is the wind friction velocity. In this study, we used CDFAC of 0.98, 1.06, and 1.08 for the CFS 10U , 
ERA5 10,neuU  and conventional 10U , respectively (Table 3). The CFS-based run corresponds to the lowest CD-
FAC owing to the fact that the CFS is the strongest among the three winds selected, especially for extreme 
winds (Figure 4, Figure B1). Once again, these values were calibrated based on a single-year model run for 
2011 (see next section), and then applied throughout the entire simulation period.

4. Validation Against Satellite Altimeter Observations
The global wave hindcasts forced by three different winds for the year 2011 are inter-compared against 
altimeter sH  observations (ENVISAT, JASON-1/2, CRYOSAT-2, and HY-2) in Figure 7. It is observed that, 
once calibrated (through CDFAC), the ERA5-based simulations are in excellent agreement with satellite 
observations (Figures 7a and 7b). The simulated sH  is almost unbiased ( 1b   cm) and the RMSE   is about 
0.3 m. Meanwhile, the scatter index (SI) is low (0.12) and the correlation coefficient () is as high as 0.97. 
Consistent with Bidlot et al. (2019), sH  in the run forced by the ERA5 10,neuU  is marginally better predicted 
( 0.31  vs. 0.33 m). The CFS-based sH  is very promising as well (Figure 7c), but again, presents slightly 
weaker scores ( 0.39  m, 0.96  , 0.14SI  ). This is not surprising since the quality of the surface wind 
field is a crucial factor determining the accuracy of wave simulations (Janssen, 2008). The QQ plot further 
demonstrates that both the ERA5- and CFS-based simulations perform well at upper percentiles (below 
99th-percentile; Figure 7d). When extreme sea states are considered (e.g., 8sH   m), sH  from the CFS run 
matches the observed PDF much better (see also Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013); whereas simulations with the 
ERA5 winds clearly underestimate the most extreme seas ( 14sH    m) due to the under-specified high 
winds (Figures 7f and 4f).

Figure 8 illustrates the spatial distribution of the sH  errors based on the three different winds for 2011. 
The normalized bias, yielded by the ERA5 and CFS 10U  (Figures 8a and 8e), presents a typical global error 
pattern given by the ST6 physics (Liu et al., 2019; Zieger et al., 2015): negative (positive) bias in the western 
(eastern) Pacific Ocean, and the overall overestimation in the entire Southern Ocean. In general, the run 
with the ERA5 10U  overestimates sH  by about 4% in the eastern Pacific Ocean, southern Atlantic Ocean, 
western Indian Ocean and the Southern Ocean. By contrast, sH  in the remaining regions is underestimated 
by 4%–8% (Figure 8a). The CFS-based sH  on average is more biased: wave heights in the Southern Ocean are 
over-predicted by around 8%, and in the western tropical Pacific Ocean are under-specified by 12% or more 
(Figure 8e). Unlike the run with the ERA5 10U , negative biases of sH  (4%–8%) dominate over the central At-
lantic and Indian Oceans in the CFS run. The normalized RMSE of the simulated sH  has considerable spa-
tial similarities with that for the driving wind forcing. It is evident from Figures 8b and 8f that model runs 
with the ERA5 and CFS 10U  present higher n  in the western Pacific and Atlantic Oceans than in the central 
eastern part of these basins. Our simulations did not consider wave-current interactions, which could also 
be a factor for larger errors along the path of western boundary currents (such as Gulf Stream off the U.S. 
east coast). The maximal n  is observed in the proximity of the Maritime Continent and the Antarctic. Spe-
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Wind Forcing CDFAC Period

ERA5 10U 1.08 1979–2019

ERA5 10,neuU 1.06 2011–2019

CFS 10U 0.98 2011–2019

Note. Here CDFAC represents the tunable wind stress parameter of the ST6 package (Zieger et al., 2015).

Table 3 
Summary of the WW3-ST6 Global Wave Hindcasts With Different Wind Forcings
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cifically, the run forced with the ERA5 10U  corresponds to 10%n   in the central Pacific Ocean and in the 
Southern Ocean, n  about 14% in the northwest Pacific and Atlantic, and n  around 20% in the equatorial 
zone of the west Pacific (Figure 8b). The CFS-based n  is generally 2% higher in most regions (Figure 8f). 
Further discussions about the spatial distribution of wave model errors can be found in Liu et al. (2019, their 
section 5.a) and Ardhuin et al. (2010).

As expected, the hindcast forced by the ERA5 neutral winds does not deviate significantly from the run with 
the ERA5 conventional 10U  (Figure 8c). Changes in both wind speed and CDFAC (Figure 5c and Table 3), 
working together, give rise to slightly higher sH  (1%–3%) in the low and mid latitudes, but lower sH  (1%) 
in the high latitudes (black contours in Figure 8c). The n  is reduced by 1% in the western tropical Pacific, 
Southern Ocean and in the regions close to Kuroshio and Gulf Stream (stippling in Figure 8d). By contrast, 
the n  increases to a small degree (about 1%) in the central eastern Pacific and western Indian Ocean (black 
contours in Figure 8d).

Figure 9 displays the monthly error metrics of the simulated global sH  during the satellite era 1985–2019. 
Once again, there is an apparent improvement in the ERA5-based model skills ( , SI, and  ; solid lines in 
Figures 9b–9d) over the past decades as a result of enhanced wind data (Figure 6). The SI changes from 
0.13 to 0.14 for the GEOSAT to 0.11–0.12 for the latest altimeters (e.g., JASON-3 and SENTINEL-3A/B). 
The biases show a fairly complex pattern, ranging from −15 cm for the ERS-1/2 and TOPEX satellites to 
5 cm for altimeters operating after 2010 (Figure 9a). At first sight, this would seem to imply that the model 
bias is clearly inhomogeneous in time. A close inspection of Figure 9a, however, suggests that the change 
in the sign of model biases (from negative to positive) taking place around 2010 is primarily attributed to 
the systematic differences in sH  across distinct altimeters. It is seen that sH  from ENVISAT and JASON-1 
on average is 8 cm higher than that from the concurrently operating JASON-2 altimeter (see also Figure 
7 of Ribal & Young, 2019). Similarly, a systematic difference of 5 cm in sH  exists between the TOPEX and 
JASON-1 altimeters during 2003–2005. The spike in TOPEX occurring in 1997 and 1998 is known as the 
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Figure 7. Comparisons of sH  between altimeters (ENVISAT, JASON-1/2, CRYOSAT-2, and HY-2) and WW3-ST6 hindcasts forced by the (a) ERA5 10U , (b) 
ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU  and (c) NCEP climate forecast system (CFS) 10U  in 2011. (d) The percentile plot (i.e., Q-Q plot) of sH  with markers highlighting 
the 90, 95, 99, 99.1, , 99.9th percentiles. (e) Estimated probability density functions (PDFs) of sH  for 5sH   m. (f) Same as (e) but for PDFs plotted on a 
logarithmic scale and for higher sea states ( 5sH   m).
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TOPEX drift (e.g., Zieger et al., 2009). Although having been largely removed during calibration, a residual 
of the drift is still appreciable.

Figure 10 further supports the previous argument about systematic biases among altimeters. When com-
pared against another independently calibrated altimeter data set, that is, the Sea State Climate Change 
Initiative (CCI) data set (L4 product; Dodet et al., 2020), from which the calibrated sH  of the ENVISAT, 
JASON-1 and JASON-2 is more consistent (particularly during 2006–2012; see their Figure 11), our model 
bias is more uniformly distributed over time (red line in Figure 10), showing a underestimation by about 
5 cm except for the period prior to 1995. It should be stressed, however, that these inter-comparisons do 
not necessarily indicate that one altimeter data set outperforms another. Instead, it highlights the possible 
inconsistency in the altimeter sH  arising from different calibration methodology. Ribal and Young (2019) 
used in-situ NDBC buoy observations as the “ground truth”, whereas the CCI data, particularly for sH  from 
the most recent missions (i.e., JASON-1/3, CRYOSAT-2, and SARAL), were corrected against their JASON-2 
data (which is, on average, positively biased, in 8 cm, in comparison with buoy records; see Figure 10 of 
Dodet et al., 2020). As will be seen later, the evolution of model biases relative to altimeters from Ribal and 
Young  (2019) is actually well-supported by that for in-situ NDBC buoys (Figure  12b). These discrepan-
cies, as a whole, imply possible inhomogeneities existing in the NDBC wave measurements, which are not 
 unexpected due to changes in buoy hulls and data processing algorithms over time (Gemmrich et al., 2011). 
In this regard, Ardhuin et  al.  (2019, their section 3.2) mentioned that “before 2009, the vast majority of 
wave buoys in North America were based on strapped-down accelerometers. Since then, NOAA-NDBC modi-
fied their on-board packages correcting the error, but a large number of historical buoy records have not been 
corrected”. Ardhuin et al. (2019) further showed that sH  from the strapped-down accelerometer is generally 
higher than values from the modern, HIPPYTM sensor, particularly for sH  above 6 m (their Figure 6). This 
fact seems highly relevant for the discrepancies we just discussed. It is therefore recommended to adopt 
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Figure 8. Error metrics of sH  gridded in 2 2   bins according to WW3-ST6 forced by the (a and b) ERA5 10U , (c and d) ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU , and (e and f) 
CFS 10U  in 2011. Contours in (c) denote ,NEU ,ERAn n nb b b   . Stippling in (d) indicates where ,NEU ,ERA 1%n n n       , and black thin and thick contours 
are for n  of 0% and 1%, respectively.
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high-quality wave hindcasts as a complementary reference for future calibration and validation of altimeter 
wave records (e.g., Caires & Sterl, 2003; Liu et al., 2016).

The hindcast with the CFS winds (dashed line in Figure 9) provides slightly higher random errors and low-
er correlation coefficients. Consistent with Figure 7, the run with the ERA5 neutral winds (dotted line in 
Figure 9) is marginally better than that driven by the ERA5 conventional winds. The seasonal variability of 
the SI is also noticeably reduced in the ERA5 10,neuU -based run (Figure 9c). The upper percentile simulated 
wave height is further analyzed in Figures B1b, B1d and B1f and Appendix B.

5. Validation Against In-Situ Measurements
5.1. Conventional Parameters

The entire 41-years ST6 wave hindcast, forced by the ERA5 conventional 
10U , is compared against all the buoy observations available in Figure 11. 

Only wave height sH  and mean wave period 0,2T  are presented and the 
data duration from each buoy can be found in Figure S1. On the whole, 
the hindcast presents a negative bias generally within 10 cm (5%) for sH ,  
particularly in deep oceans. This corresponds to a SI less than 0.15 (Fig-
ure 11b). A few buoys in the Southern Ocean show positive biases within 
10–20  cm (<5%), fairly consistent with the errors found from altimeter 
data (Figure 8a). Errors in sH  clearly increase when moving closer to the 
coast. The random error (SI) near the U.S. east and west coasts is roughly 
0.15–0.2, and even higher in the Australian east coast (0.2–0.3) and in the 
East China and Yellow seas (>0.4). This is not surprising since most of the 
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 6 but for the error metrics of sH  for the global domain. The solid, dotted and dashed lines represent the WAVEWATCH III (WW3)-
ST6 hindcasts forced by the ERA 10U , ERA neutral 10,neuU  and NCEP climate forecast system (CFS) 10U , respectively. For clarity, only the bias b from CRYOSAT-2 
is shown for the CFS-based ST6 hindcast in panel (a); similarly, only metrics from JASON-2 are shown in panels (b)–(d) for the ERA5 10,neuU -based run.

Figure 10. The monthly bias of sH  in the ST6 global hindcast forced by 
the ERA5 10U  relative to different merged altimeter data sets: (blue) the 
data set of Ribal and Young (2019), (red) the Sea State Climate Change 
Initiative (CCI) data set (L4 product; Dodet et al., 2020).
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Australian, Chinese, and Korean buoys are located in rather shallow waters ( 100d   m; see also Table 2). 
Wave heights in the Gulf of Mexico and Mediterranean sea are noticeably underestimated (about 10%–20%), 
and show a random error larger than 0.2. Considerable errors in these marginal seas and semi-enclosed 
basins suggested that the 0.25 model configuration is not sufficient to resolve complex coastlines and ba-
thymetry varying on smaller spatial scales. The effect of currents and tides on the wave field may also become 
pronounced in these coastal regions (e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2012; Rapizo et al., 2017). In this respect, high-res-
olution wave hindcasts around the Australian coast and in the China seas, using refined unstructured grids 
(Abdolali et al., 2020; Roland, 2008), will be performed in the future.

The mean wave period 0,2T  is globally underestimated by around 0.6 s (less than 10%) in the open waters 
(Figure 11c), corresponding to a SI below 0.1 (Figure 11d). Note that the modeled 0,2T  was estimated from 
the simulated wave spectra with a upper frequency limit, maxf , of 0.95 Hz, whereas most of the buoy obser-
vations have max 0.4f   Hz. For fetch-limited wind seas, the mismatch in maxf  will lead to a bias of about 
−0.3 s (3%) in 0,2T  (Text S2 and Figure S2). Similarly to sH , model errors are larger in coastal regions: for 
example, the random error in the vicinity of the U.S. west coast and Australian coast on average is 0.12 and 
0.17, respectively. Wave period along the Chinese coast is severely underestimated (| | 20%nb  ), featuring 
the largest RMSE   (1.5 s) and SI (0.15).

The temporal homogeneity of the ST6 wave hindcast is screened in Figure 12, where both the forcing winds 
and wave height are compared against in-situ observations collected at sufficiently long-lived, deep-water 
buoys ( 500d   m and duration longer than 25 years) in the northeast Pacific and northwest Atlantic (Fig-
ure 12f). Error statistics for the 41-years ERA5 10U  and ST6 sH  relative to the altimeter observations of Ribal 
and Young (2019) in this specific domain (180 70  W, 15 N 60 N   ) are also overlaid for comparison. The 
plots clearly illustrate the pronounced seasonal variability of these error metrics for both winds and waves 
(see also Bidlot et al., 2002; Chawla et al., 2013). We will, however, mostly focus on the yearly moving aver-
ages in the following discussion. For the wind forcing, the ERA5 10U  yields a bias fluctuating between −0.5 
and 0.3 m 1s  prior to 1990 (Figure 12a), likely because of rather limited buoys selected for the analysis (Fig-
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Figure 11. Comparison of the 41-years ST6 wave hindcast against in-situ buoy measurements. Colors and symbols in each panel represent: (a) bias b of sH  (in m)  
and normalized bias | |nb  (in %), (b) RMSE   of sH  (in m) and SI of sH  (in %), (c) bias b of the mean wave period 0,2T  (in s) and normalized bias | |nb  (in %), and 
(d)   of 0,2T  (in s) and the corresponding SI (in %). The gray shaded contour highlights regions shallower than 500 m.
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ure 12e). Later, the negative bias seems to gradually increase until 2005 and becomes relatively stable from 
2005 onwards (roughly −0.3 m 1s ). These biases are generally comparable to those from the altimeters, 
especially for years after 1992. It should be noted that the buoy 10U  observations were assimilated into the 
ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020, their section 5.3) and likely into the CFS (Stopa & Cheung, 2014), 
and therefore should not be regarded as an independent reference. This also explains why the buoy-based 
SI in 10U  does not change much over the past four decades ( 0.2 ; Figure 12c). On the contrary, the altime-
ter-based SI presents an evident downward trend. In line with results shown in Section 3.3, the CFS winds 
and the ERA5 10,neuU  are slightly stronger than the ERA5 10U , and the CFS winds produce the largest ran-
dom error; the two ERA5 winds perform very closely in terms of SI.

Compared against the American and Canadian buoys, the 41-years ST6 hindcast provides a bias in sH  grad-
ually decreasing from about 8 cm in 1980 to approximately −15 cm in 1990 (Figure 12b). The sH  bias then 
starts increasing over the period from 1990 through 2010, subsequently reaching a relatively steady, almost 
unbiased value. Furthermore, the seasonal variability of the sH  bias is slightly reduced during 2010–2019. 
It should be emphasized that these biases are in excellent agreement with those from altimeters. In combi-
nation with Figure 10, these results clearly illustrate that the CCI altimeter data overestimate wave height 
from buoys slightly during the most recent years (e.g., from 2010 onwards), as stated in Dodet et al. (2020). 
Both the buoy- and altimeter-based SI suggests a continuous improvement in model performance with 
time, the magnitude of which noticeably differs by 3% (e.g., 0.14 vs. 0.11 in 2019; Figure 12d). Once again, 
for years since 2011, the CFS-based run yields the largest error ( 0.16SI  ); the run forced by the ERA5 

10,neuU  is marginally better than that driven by the ERA5 conventional winds. Similar analyses performed 
for other geographical regions are presented in Appendix B.

5.2. One-Dimensional Wave Spectrum

Unlike conventional integral wave parameters (e.g., sH , 0,2T ), a detailed evaluation of the simulated wave 
spectra is less straightforward for lack of standard objective statistical measures, as summarized by Chawla 
et al. (2013). Here we analyze the modeled spectral shape in two ways: (a) use the diagnostic tool introduced 
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Figure 12. Errors of the reanalysis winds and corresponding ST6 wave hindcasts relative to buoy observations. (a) bias of 10U , (b) bias of sH , (c) SI of 10U , and 
(d) SI of sH , (e) number of buoys used in the analysis [only deep-water buoys ( 500d   m) with sH  records longer than 25 years are selected] and (f) locations 
of these buoys (a filled circle with black outline denotes both 10U  and sH  records are reported at this specific location; otherwise only sH  is available). (a)–(d) 
black/blue/green lines: the ERA5 conventional winds 10U /neutral winds 10,neuU /NCEP climate forecast system (CFS) 10U  or the corresponding wave hincast. The 
red lines represent errors of the ERA5 conventional 10U  and the resulting ST6 sH  relative to altimeters from Ribal and Young (2019) for the northeast Pacific and 
northwest Atlantic (180 70  W, 15 N 60 N   ). Thin and thick lines in (a)–(e) denote monthly statistics and yearly moving averages.
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in Janssen (2004) and Janssen and Bidlot (2018) and calculate the frequency/period-dependent error statis-
tics, and ii) focus on spectral moments of different orders which represent different wave physical properties 
(Ardhuin et al., 2009, 2010). Only observations provided by the U.S. NDBC buoys (Figure 13c) are used in 
these spectral analyses.

5.2.1. Frequency-Dependent Wave Height

Following Bidlot et al. (2007), the modeled spectrum was smoothed by averaging over three consecutive 
model frequency bins; we can then define the “equivalent” wave height for a given frequency bin as

,
,

( ) 4 ( )d ,fh i
s i ifl i

H f f f   (5)

where ( )f  denotes the 3-bin moving averaged wave spectrum, ,l if  and ,h if  are the lower and upper bounda-
ries of a given frequency bin, respectively. The buoy spectra were first interpolated onto the model frequen-
cy grid and then converted to ( )s iH f  in the same way as we did for the model spectra.

The spectral bias nb  and nRMSE   of the 41-years ST6 hindcast as a function of wave period and time are pre-
sented in Figures 13a and 13b. We can observe the strong seasonality of the model performance particularly 
over the period from 1985 to 2005, during which the low-frequency wave energy (e.g., 15T   s) is consider-
ably overestimated in boreal summer ( 50 75%nb   ) and then significantly underestimated in boreal win-
ter ( 25%nb   ). We note that during this specific period, the ERA5-based sH  underestimates buoy values 
by 10–15 cm (Figure 12b). When the sH  is more accurately estimated ( 0b   m) during more recent years 
(2011–2019), the low-frequency wave energy becomes more seriously overestimated ( 75 100%nb   ). This 
largely results from the known drawback of the DIA approach used for estimating the nonlinear transfer nlS ,  
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Figure 13. Comparison between the simulated wave spectra from the 41-years ST6 hindcast and the buoy observations: (a) normalized bias nb  and (b) 
nRMSE   of the equivalent wave height ( )s iH f  as a function of wave period (1 / if ) and time. The black line in (b) highlights the contour line 50%n  . (c) 

Locations of buoys used in the analysis (only buoys with 300d   m and sH  records longer than 20 years are selected); markers without cross denote buoys 
without directional spectra. (d) number of the buoys used for calculating (blue) ( )s iH f , (green) spectral moments and (red) directional properties. (e and f) the 
differences in nb  and n  between the ERA5-and CFS-based runs from 2011 onwards. Similarly, black lines highlight 50%nb   and 50%n  .
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that is, the DIA tends to push too much energy to the low-frequency end (e.g., Rogers & van Vledder, 2013). 
Liu et al. (2019) demonstrated that using a more accurate (but also more expensive) parameterization for 

nlS , that is, the generalized multiple DIA proposed by Tolman (2013), could reduce positive biases in the 
low-frequency wave energy considerably (from 90% down to 20%; see their Figure 16). Compared against 
the large errors in these low-frequency bins ( 50%n  ), model errors for shorter waves (e.g., 10T   s) are 
much lower (| | 10%nb   and 12 20%n   ; see also Figure 10 of Bidlot et al., 2007). For years after 2011, the 
CFS-based run generally presents relatively larger errors for all the wave periods except for the very short 
waves ( 3T   s; Figures 13e and 13f). A striking feature is that for very long waves (e.g., 20 s), n  from the 
CFS run could be approximately 50% higher than the ERA5-based values. In this regard, the differences in 
the two ERA5 runs ( 10U  and 10,neuU ) are marginal (as can be expected from Figures 8d and 12d) and therefore 
are not shown.

5.2.2. High-Order Spectral Moments

Following the work by Ardhuin et al. (2009, 2010), three wave parameters based on different spectral mo-
ments are chosen here, including the significant surface orbital velocity orbU , non-directional surface Stokes 
drift ss,nd

cU  and mean square slope 2
cs , given by

1/2
2

orb 2 0,2min
2 ( )d 4 ( ) / ,fc

c sfU E f f m f H T        (6)

3
ss,nd 3min

4 ( )d 16 ( ) / ,fc c
cfU kfE f f m f g   (7)

2 2 4 2
4min

( )d 16 ( ) / .fc
c cfs k E f f m f g    (8)

Here the superscript or subscript “c” denotes that wave spectra are integrated up to a cut-off frequency cf  to 
obtain the n-th order spectral moment 

min
( ) ( )df nc

n c fm f f E f f  ; the deep water dispersion relation 2 gk   
is assumed in Equations 7 and 8. In our calculations, 0.44cf   Hz was universally applied to the buoy and 
model spectra. Buoys deployed prior to 2005 usually had a maximum sampling frequency less than cf  (e.g., 
0.33 Hz). We have simply excluded such buoy observations from our analysis and consequently, the number 
of buoys used to obtain ( )n cm f  is significantly lower than that for calculating ( )s iH f  (Equation 5; see Fig-
ure 13d for the comparison).

Comparison between the observed and modeled Stokes drift and mean square slope are summarized in 
Figure 14. We first show the buoy ss,nd

cU  and 2
cs  during 2011–2019 as a function of wind speed 10U  and 

wave height sH  (Figures 14a and 14d), clearly demonstrating that these two parameters generally increase 
with increasing wind and wave forcing, as reported by previous studies (e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2009, 2010). 
Our ST6 hindcasts reproduce the dependence of ss,nd

cU  and 2
cs  on wind and waves remarkably well (Fig-

ures 14b and 14e) except that the variability of mean square slope with sH  at high winds ( 10 15U   m 1s ) is 
slightly underestimated. More direct comparisons for these two high-order spectral moments are illustrated 
in Figures 14c and 14f), from where we can see the ST6 hindcast forced by the ERA5 10U  agrees well with 
buoys in specifying the third and fourth moments. For the non-directional Stokes drift (a surrogate for 3m ;  
Equation 7), the ST6 hindcast yields a correlation coefficient of 0.94 and SI of 0.25 (Figure 14c). Errors for 
the mean square slope (a surrogate for 4m ; Equation 8) are slightly larger, corresponding to a   of 0.92 and 
SI of 0.28. These values are generally comparable to those reported by Ardhuin et al. (2009) and Rascle and 
Ardhuin (2013), where the authors used another source term package (i.e., ST4) for their simulations. It 
should also be mentioned that when taking into account wave directionality, the model performance for 
estimating the surface Stokes drift can be further improved (see Appendix C of Ardhuin et al., 2009).

The monthly normalized bias and SI for ss,nd
cU  and 2

cs  are further presented in Figures 14g and 14h. Also 
shown are the metrics for orbU , sH  and 0,2T . Compared against ss,nd

cU  and 2
cs , the other parameters based on 

lower-order spectral moments are more homogeneously represented in time by the 41-years ST6 hindcast. 
Nonetheless, model performance for all the wave parameters are fairly steady after 2005, at least in terms 
of SI, partially because of the relatively steady number of the selected buoys (green line in Figure 13d). It 
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is seen that for the ERA5-based run after 2005, among the five wave parameters considered, 0,2T  shows the 
lowest random errors ( 0.1SI  ), closely followed by the orbU  with 0.12SI  . The error in sH  is slightly larger 
(0.14) but evidently much lower than errors for the high-order moments. As expected, the CFS-based run al-
ways shows slightly larger SI for these wave parameters. The normalized bias nb  for sH  shown here (blue line 
in Figure 14g) is generally consistent with the pattern of the absolute bias we show in Figure 12b, although 
significantly less buoys are used here as previously explained. That is, sH  is approximately underestimated 
by 8% during 1985–1995; but a gradual improvement is observed since then and sH  becomes nearly unbi-
ased during 2010–2019. We note that for these recent years, when sH  is accurately estimated, ss,nd

cU  and 2
cs  

are overestimated roughly by 12% and 20%, respectively. Apart from errors owing to the forcing winds and 
model physics, another possible reason for this marked over-prediction of the high-order moments is that 
the 3 m discus NDBC buoys tend to underspecify the high-frequency energy at 0.3f   Hz, as limited by the 
buoy response function (Rogers, 2017).

5.3. Wave Directionality

The last characteristic of the wave field to be evaluated here is the directionality, in terms of the mean wave 
direction w  and directional spread   (Kuik et al., 1988):

2
1 0min

cos ( , )d d ,fc
fa F f f      (9)
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Figure 14. (a and b) averaged non-directional Stokes drift ss, nd
cU  and (d and e) mean square slope 2

cs  in each 1 m 1s  bin of 10U  and each 1 m bin of sH  
according to (a and d) buoy observations and (b and e) the ST6 hindcast forced by ERA5 10U  during 2011–2019. The superscript or subscript “c” highlights that 
a cut-off frequency 0.44cf   Hz was taken for integrating wave spectra. (c and f) Direct comparison of ss, nd

cU  and 2
cs  between buoy and hindcast for the same 

data shown in (a, b, d, and e). (g and h) Evolution of the normalized bias ( nb ) and scatter index SI (thin line: monthly; thick line: yearly moving average) for 
wave height sH , mean period 0,2T , significant surface orbital velocity orbU , non-directional Stokes drift ss, nd

cU  and mean square slope 2
cs  from ST6 wave hindcasts 

(solid line: run with the ERA5 conventional winds 10U ; dashed line: the NCEP climate forecast system (CFS)-based run). Only the U.S. National Data Buoy 
Center (NDBC) buoys with 300d   m, max cf f  Hz and sH  records longer than 20 years are selected for analysis (see the green line in Figure 13d).
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2
1 0min

sin ( , )d d ,fc
fb F f f      (10)
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where ( , )F f   is the two-dimensional spectrum. A frequency-dependent directional spread ( )f  can be 
defined in a similar way (WW3DG19).

Figure 15 demonstrates that the mean wave direction w  is fairly well-predicted (Figure 15a) by the ERA5-
forced ST6 hindcast with most of data points lying in the vicinity of the 1:1 line. By contrast, the hindcast 
is less skillful in simulating the directional spread (Figure 15b; 0.68   and 6b   ), consistent with the 
results in Liu et al. (2019, their Figure 14). A close inspection of errors in ( )f  in Figures 15d and 15e sug-
gests that similar to the equivalent wave height ( )sH f , errors generally increase with wave period and are 
largest at low-frequency bins: 60%nb    and 60%n   for 15T   s. The CFS-based run shows comparable 
(but slightly larger) directional errors (Figure 15f).

It is worth mentioning that although the DIA is known to overestimate the integral directional spread 
  (S. Hasselmann et al., 1985), it is, meanwhile, inclined to underestimate the directional spread at low 

frequencies (i.e., ( )f ), as shown in Figure 9 of Liu et al. (2019). Furthermore, Smit and Janssen (2019) 
demonstrated that the scattering of wave rays by submesoscale eddies (ubiquitously present in the ocean) 
may broaden the directional distribution of ocean swells considerably. These two factors are likely impor-
tant reasons for large directional errors at low-frequency bins.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the (a) mean wave direction w , (b) directional spreading  , and (c) wave-spreading factor s  between buoy observations and the 
ST6 hindcast forced by the ERA5 conventional 10U  during 2011–2019. (d and e) Normalized bias nb  and nRMSE   of the frequency-dependent ( )f  as a function 
of wave period and time; black lines highlight 60%nb    or 60%n  . (f) the differences in n  of ( )f  between the ERA5-and NCEP climate forecast system 
(CFS)-based runs. Note that error metrics shown in Figure 15a is less meaningful because of the circular nature of directions.
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6. Novel Wave Parameters
In this section, we will describe the unconventional wave parameters 
available in our wave hindcasts. Unless otherwise specified, we will only 
present results from the ST6 hindcast forced by the ERA5 conventional 

10U .

6.1. Dominant Wave Breaking Probability

Banner et al. (2000) and Babanin et al. (2001) reported that the breaking 
probability for dominant surface waves Tb  is strongly correlated with the 
significant wave steepness, a measure of the mean nonlinearity of domi-
nant waves. According to Babanin et al. (2001, their Figure 12), Tb  can be 
empirically estimated by

2.33
, ,85.1 ( 0.055)(1 / ) ,T p w s wb H d     (13)

where ,p w  is the significant steepness of the spectral peak, given by
1/2

1.3 ,
, ,0.7 ,

2 ( )d .fp w
p w w p wfp w

E f f k      (14)

Here ,p wk  and ,p wf  are the peak wavenumber and frequency, respective-
ly. The subscript “ ”w  in the two equations above (e.g., ,s wH  and ( )wE f )  
means these quantities are computed from the wave spectrum ( , )F f   
after filtering out any swell components (Banner et al., 2000). As in Bid-
lot (2001), we consider spectral components as wind seas if

10
,

cos( ) w
u

c
U


 


 (15)

where /c k  is the phase velocity, u  is the wind direction, w  is an empirical wind forcing parame-
ter with [1.0, 2 .0]w   used in the literature (e.g., Barstow et al., 2005). Here by default, we have chosen 

1.2w  . An example for the evolution of Tb  in a duration-limited test under constant 10U  of 20 m 1s  has 
been provided in Liu et al. (2021, their Figure 2). We also explored the watershed algorithm internally avail-
able in WW3 for spectral partitioning (Hanson & Phillips, 2001; Tracy et al., 2007) and Tb  calculated for the 
resulting wind sea partition using this approach was also archived.

Figure 16 presents the global distribution of the dominant wave breaking probability (Equations 13–15) av-
eraged over the year 2011, also complemented by the zonal averages of Tb  for the whole year and for January 
and July, respectively. The averaged Tb  is fairly low in the equatorial zones with 0.05%Tb  . Waves in these 
regions are predominated by swells with the wind sea fraction   generally less than 20% (Appendix C; see 
also Semedo et al., 2011). Consequently, the wave slope would be very small and therefore dominant waves 
rarely break. Moving away from the equator, we see Tb  increases almost quadratically with latitude   for 
| | [10 , 40 ]    . For   beyond 40, Tb  does not change dramatically with  , showing a value approximately of 
0.7%. This is consistent with the fact that waves in midlatitude storm tracks (e.g., Southern Ocean) are more 
energetic, relatively younger and thus much steeper (Figures C1c, C1d, C1g and C1h). For the same reason, 

Tb  in the northwest Pacific and Atlantic is noticeably higher than on the northeast side of these two basins, 
as illustrated by the northeastward directed contour line of 0.5%Tb  . Results based on different spectral 
partitioning methods (blue line in Figure 16b) or from the CFS-based run (green line in Figure 16b) are 
quite similar. Figure 16b also suggests that the seasonal variation of Tb  is remarkably greater in the North-
ern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere (red dashed-dotted and dashed lines), as expected from 
the seasonality of winds and waves (Figure C1; Semedo et al., 2011). It is noteworthy that the magnitude 
of the averaged Tb  presented here is comparable to the satellite-based radiometric observations of whitecap 
fraction associated with actively breaking waves as reported by Salisbury et al. (2014). It is further noted that 
although the averaged Tb  shown in Figure 16 generally is below 1%, significant variability about these mean 
values exists in the 3-hourly model outputs (not shown).
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Figure 16. (a) global distribution of the breaking probability for dominant 
waves, Tb , averaged over 2011. Grid points with water depth less than 
1,000 m are excluded from analysis. (b) Zonal averages of Tb : (solid red 
line) annual mean for 2011, (dash-dotted and dashed red lines) January 
and July; (blue) annual mean based on the watershed partitioning 
algorithm. The green line shows the annual mean of Tb  based on the CFS-
forced run. Note that except for the blue line, all the results are based on 
the partitioning scheme formulated by Equation 15.
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6.2. Wave-Induced Mixed Layer Depth

Turbulent mixing induced (generated or triggered) by ocean surface waves in the ocean surface boundary 
layer is a critical physical process which contributes significantly to the deepening of mixed layer (e.g., Ba-
banin, 2006; McWilliams et al., 1997; Qiao et al., 2004). The notion of a non-breaking wave turbulence was 
first hypothesized by Babanin (2006) and subsequently supported by the laboratory experiments as reported 
in Babanin and Haus (2009). Starting from the concept of wave-amplitude-based Reynolds number (Rew) 
defined for a monochromatic wave with the amplitude a and frequency 2 f  ,

2
orbRe ,w

aU a 
 

  (16)

where   is the kinematic viscosity of sea water, Babanin (2006) suggested that the orbital motion of ocean 
waves will generate turbulence when Rew exceeds the critical wave Reynolds number crRe 3000 . Since 
the amplitude a under a deep-water wavy surface decreases exponentially with increasing distance below 
the water surface (e.g., Young, 1999b),

2Re ( ) ( ) exp( 2 ),w z a z kz   (17)

this implies a critical mixed layer depth (MLD) crz  due to the wave-induced turbulence, below which the 
orbital wave motion will become laminar. According to Equation 16 and Equation 17, one can readily obtain
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with 0a  the amplitude at the sea surface ( 0z  ). For oceanic, multi-scale wave fields, 0a  and  are repre-
sented by the significant wave height sH  ( 0 0.5 sa H ) and peak frequency 2p pf   (Babanin et al., 2009). 
The satellite-based, daily time-and-depth adjusted SST data from Merchant et al. (2019, Table 1) are used for 
computing the kinematic viscosity  , following the empirical correlations of Sharqawy et al. (2010).

Figure 17 shows the climatological seasonal cycles of the derived wave-induced MLD crz  and observations 
of MLD mlh  from de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004, density MLD; updated to include the data up to 2008). A 
close inspection of Figures 17c and 17d suggests that the spatial distribution of crz , to some extent, follows 
the patterns of peak wave period (or mean wave length; Figures C1e and C1f), demonstrating higher crz  for 
longer waves. When compared against observations (Figures 17a and 17b), crz  is comparable to mlh  in the 
North Pacific during DJF and in the Southern Ocean during JJA (purple ‘’ showing cr / [0.75,1.5)z h  ). 
However, for most regions, crz  overestimates mlh  considerably ( cr / 1.5z h  ; Figures 17c, 17d and 17f). We 
note that crz  represents the asymptotic depth which would be achieved if waves of certain height and length 
persist long enough (tens of hours). In winter, storms are apparently long enough and this asymptotic depth 
is possibly achieved. But if the duration of the storm is short, the non-breaking wave-induced mixing is 
transient and the asymptotic crz  is probably not reached.

6.3. Freak Wave Indexes

Over the past two decades, significant research efforts have been devoted to predicting the occurrence 
of freak waves within the spectral modeling framework (e.g., Benetazzo et al., 2015; Janssen, 2003; Mori 
et al., 2011). As one of the possible mechanisms leading to freak waves, third-order quasi-resonant four-
wave interactions have been investigated extensively (e.g., Janssen,  2003; Onorato et  al.,  2009; Tulin & 
Waseda, 1999). In this context, the Benjamin-Feir index (BFI) is usually employed to indicate whether the 
underlying spectrum is unstable and thus favors freak wave occurrence.

For a given directional spectrum, Janssen (2003) and Janssen and Bidlot (2009) have defined the one-di-
mensional (1D) BFI as the ratio of the wave steepness 0.5p s pH k   to the spectral width  , given by

1DBFI .
2

p






 (19)
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In the narrow-band approximation, 1( )pQ    and pQ  is the Goda's spectral peakedness parameter 
(Goda, 2010):

2
2
0

2 ( )d .pQ fE f f
m

  (20)

To take into account the effect of directionality, Mori et al. (2011) suggested that the two-dimensional (2D) 
BFI can be estimated by
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 (21)

where 7.1b   is an empirical constant, 12(1 )M    is a measure of the directional width (Janssen & 
Bidlot, 2009) and

1
0

1 cos ( ) ( , )d d ,wM f F f f
m

      ∬ (22)

in which ( )w f  is a frequency-dependent mean wave direction, defined in a similar fashion as Equation 11. 
It is shown theoretically, numerically and experimentally that as the nonlinearity increases and the spectral 
and directional widths decrease (i.e., 2DBFI ), the probability of extreme waves will be amplified (e.g., Mori 
et al., 2011; Onorato et al., 2009).

Based on solutions of the Alber equation initialized by the JONSWAP spectrum, Ribal et al. (2013) proposed 
another set of freak wave indexes, defined as
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Figure 17. Climatology of the mixed layer depth: seasonal averages for (a and c) December–February (DJF) and (b and d) June–August (JJA). (a and b) 
observations of mixed layer depth (MLD) mlh  from de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004, updated to include the data up to 2008), (c and d) wave-induced MLD crz  
according to Equation 18. (e and f) Zonally averaged, seasonal cycles of the observed mlh  and modeled crz . Hatching in (c, d, and f) represents cr ml/z h : ‘’, ‘’, ‘/’ 
and ‘’ corresponding to cr ml/ [0.75,1.5)z h  , 3 , 5  and cr ml/ 5z h  , respectively.
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   (23)

with   the high-frequency energy level and   the peak enhancement factor of the JONSWAP form (Has-
selmann et al., 1973). We used a piecewise fitting technique (Young & Verhagen, 1996) for determining   
and   for a given spectrum (see Text S3 for more details). pA  represents the directional narrowness parame-
ter at the peak frequency introduced by Babanin and Soloviev (1998a, 1998b):

21
0 ( , )/ max ( , ) d .p p pA F f F f        (24)

Clearly, higher pA  indicates narrower directional width. Similar to b  in Equation 21,   is an empirical con-
stant ( 2(10 )O  ). We note that for the JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann et al., 1973, Equation S2), 2

p   
(Huang et al., 1981; Masson, 1993). Thus, 1Π 1 / p  ; consequently the probability of extreme waves in-
creases as 1Π  and 2Π  decrease.

Previous studies on the freak wave indexes described above (i.e., 1DBFI , 2DBFI , 1Π  and 2Π ) were mainly lim-
ited to spectra with a single wave system (i.e., single peak). Wave fields in the real ocean are more complex 
and quite-often consist of multiple wave systems (e.g., in the low latitudes; Appendix C). It has also been 
suggested that the occurrence of extreme waves in crossing seas may result from different mechanisms 
(e.g., McAllister et al., 2019; Toffoli et al., 2011). In this regard, we have calculated the freak wave indexes 
separately for up to 3 wave systems (namely, wind sea, primary and secondary swells if applicable) existing 
in a given spectrum ( , )F f  , based on the watershed partitioning scheme (Tracy et al.,  2007). Figure 18 
illustrates the spatial distribution of the 99th-percentile 1DBFI , 2DBFI  and 1

1Π  over 2011. In Figures 18a, 
18c and 18d, only wave spectra with a single wave system (i.e., unimodal) were included in the analysis. 
Accordingly, most regions at low latitudes are eliminated due to the prevalence of multiple wave systems 
(Figure C1). Clearly, these indexes are relatively high in the midlatitude storm tracks in both hemispheres 
and are highest in the northwest Pacific and Atlantic, primarily because of the relatively younger wave age 
(higher wind sea fraction; Figures C1g and C1h) and thus higher steepness. The footprint of a few storms, 
including Hurricane Katia (2011; highlighted as the black line), is also clearly visible in these figures, show-
ing higher indexes on the right (stronger) side of hurricane tracks. Figure 18b demonstrates the 99th-per-
centile 1DBFI  calculated for wind sea partitions only. The spatial patterns are comparable to those given in 
Figure 18a. We note that Figure 18 serves as an illustration of freak wave indexes available in our hindcast. 
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Figure 18. Global distribution of the 99th-percentile (a) 1DBFI , (c) 2DBFI , and (d) 1
1Π  calculated from wave spectra with a single wave system only over 2011. 

The black line in the North Atlantic shows the track of Hurricane Katia (2011). The track data were sourced from https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/hurdat/2011.
html. (b) Same as (a) but for the 99th-percentile 1DBFI  based on wind sea partitions at each grid point.
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A thorough discussion of these indexes, including 2Π , over the past four decades will be reported elsewhere. 
It may also be worth mentioning that the space-time wave extremes estimated based on the linear and sec-
ond-order wave theories (Barbariol et al., 2017; Benetazzo et al., 2015) were also archived in our data set and 
a detailed investigation of these extreme metrics will be pursued in the future.

6.4. Wave-Spreading Factor

The wave-spreading factor s  was introduced by Forristall and Ewans (1998). As an integrated measure, it 
represents the reduction in the in-line wave particle velocity due to directional spreading (Appendix D). For 
unidirectional waves s  is 1 and for omnidirectional waves 1 / 2 ; hence a lower s  indicates a directionally 
broader spectrum. Values of s  are widely desired for ocean engineering design. Forristall and Ewans (1998) 
analyzed a large ensemble of buoy observations and proposed specific values of s  for low-latitude monsoons, 
tropical and extratropical storms, respectively. Note that the rms directional spread   (Equations 9–12) is 
based on the first trigonometric moments of the directional spreading function, whereas the wave-spread-
ing factor s  is based on the second moments (Appendix D). One is referred to Forristall and Ewans (1998) 
for discussions regarding the relation between   and s .

The accuracy of the simulated s  from our hindcast is first checked against observations derived from the 
NDBC directional buoys in Figure 15c. Although the comparison is quite scattered, the simulated s  shows a 
good correlation with observations ( 0.6  ), slightly lower than that for the directional spread   ( 0.7  ;  
Figure 15b). The global distribution of s  averaged over 1979–2019 is given in Figure 19a, demonstrating 
that s  is often low in the tropics ( 0.8 ) due to the predominance of crossing swells or multi-modal wave 
systems, as manifested by the convergence of different wave directions, for example, in the equatorial Pa-
cific (Figure C1c). In the mid latitudes, the spreading factor peaks in the vicinity of 30 - 35N/S and then 
roughly decreases with increasing latitudes (see e.g., the blue line in Figure 19c). This is in good agreement 
with the observed behavior from Forristall and Ewans (1998, gray lines in our Figure 19c). The authors 
suggested that when moving toward high latitudes, the extratropical storms occur more frequently (their 
Figure 19); wave fields closer to storm centers would be much broader, as a result of rapidly changing winds 
(e.g., direction), than those farther from storm centers which usually evolve into long and directionally 
constrained swells. Accordingly, there is a clear latitudinal variation of s  in the storm tracks ( s  is lower at 
higher latitudes; Figure 19c).

Selecting stormy sea states only ( 5sH   m) from their observations, Forristall and Ewans (1998) empiri-
cally recommended 0.87 0.88s   for tropical cyclones and low-latitude monsoons. Our hindcast, aver-
aged over 2011–2015 for spectra with sH  above 5 m, yields comparable estimate of s  in these regions (red 
dash-dotted lines in Figure 19c). For extratropical storms, our estimates (e.g., 90th-percentile) are lower than 
observations (gray dashed lines) at latitudes of 40 and biased high at higher latitudes (e.g., 70). However, it 
should be mentioned that the observational sites analyzed by Forristall and Ewans (1998) were located clos-
er to the coast and therefore might have not fully captured the latitudinal variability of s . For example, the 
spreading factor off the west coast of the Americas and Australia is remarkably larger than in the central ba-
sins because of the presence of very long and directionally more focused swells (Figures 19a, C1e and C1f).

We also present the directional spread   (12) in Figures 19b and 19d, showing slightly more complex lat-
itudinal variability. Regions with lower s  generally have larger  , as expected. The largest seasonality of 
  in the Northern Hemisphere appears at the extratropical storm tracks (e.g., 30-40 N; see the green and 

yellow dotted lines in Figure 19d), largely driven by the seasonal variation of winds (Figures C1a and C1b). 
The largest seasonality of   in the Southern Hemisphere, however, is present in the tropics (0–15S) be-
cause of the seasonal migration of the “swell front” at these regions, particularly in the central Pacific Ocean 
(Young, 1999a, our Figures C1c and C1d).

7. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we present global wave hindcasts developed using the third generation spectral wave model 
WW3 with the observation-based source terms (ST6; Liu et al., 2019) and a hybrid rectilinear-curvilinear IRI 
grid system (∼0.25 0.25  , Figure 3; Rogers & Linzell, 2018). Three distinct global hindcasts are produced, 
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including (a) a long-term hindcast (1979–2019) forced by the ERA5 conventional 10U  and (b) two short-term 
hindcasts (2011–2019) driven by the CFS 10U  and the ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU , respectively (Table  3). 
These simulations are validated against extensive in-situ buoy observations and satellite altimeter records 
(Figures 1 and 2). Apart from the conventional wave parameters (e.g., wave height sH  and wave period 0,2T ),  
the modeled spectral shape is also thoroughly screened in terms of multiple spectral metrics, including the 
frequency-dependent wave height ( )sH f  (Janssen,  2004), spectral moments of different orders (Ardhuin 
et al., 2009, 2010) and wave directionality (Forristall & Ewans, 1998; Kuik et al., 1988). Novel wave parameters 
available in our hindcasts, namely the dominant wave breaking probability (Babanin et al., 2001), wave-in-
duced mixed layer depth (Babanin, 2006), freak wave indexes (Janssen & Bidlot, 2009; Mori et al., 2011; Ribal 
et al., 2013) and wave-spreading factor (Forristall & Ewans, 1998), are further described and briefly discussed.

Key findings are summarized below:

1.  Overall, the latest ERA5 reanalysis winds (0.25 0.25  ) are in better agreement with the altimeter 10U  
measurements, in particular for the most recent years (e.g., from 2010 onward; Figures 4 and 6). Never-
theless, the ERA5 10U  tends to underestimate extreme winds ( 10 18U   m 1s ; Figures 4d and 4f), shar-
ing the similar limitation with its predecessor (i.e., ERA-Interim; Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013). Compared 
against the conventional 10U , the ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU  performs marginally better on the west 
side of Pacific and Atlantic (Figure 5d). The CFS winds (0.5 0.5  ), although providing slightly weaker 
skills, represent extreme winds significantly better, as previously reported by Chawla et al. (2013) and 
Stopa and Cheung (2014). It is also demonstrated that the performance of the ERA5 10U  evolves more 
homogeneously with time (Figure 6), which stands as another reason why we selected the ERA5 10U  for 
the long-term ST6 hindcast.

2.  The ST6 wave hindcasts forced by these different winds, once calibrated through the wind stress parame-
ter (CDFAC), agree remarkably well with altimeter sH  records (Figures 7–9). Controlled by the accuracy 
of winds, the ERA5-based ST6 hindcasts noticeably outperform the CFS-based runs in terms of bulk 
error statistics (e.g., 0.12 vs 0.14SI   in 2011). In the Southern Ocean, the CFS-based run overestimates 

sH  by 4%–8% in 2011. Such overestimation is clearly improved in the ERA5-based runs. But unsurpris-
ingly, the CFS-based wave hindcast matches extreme sea states (e.g., 10sH    m) considerably better 
(Figures 7d and 7f). The ERA5 10,neuU -based runs again show marginally lower errors in the northwest 
Pacific and Atlantic (Figure 8d) than the ones forced by the ERA5 conventional 10U .
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Figure 19. (a) wave-spreading factor s  and (b) directional spread   calculated using the ST6 wave hindcast averaged over 1979–2019. (c and d) Zonal averages 
of s  and  : (blue solid line) averaged over 1979–2019, (green and yellow dotted lines) seasonal averages for December–February (DJF) and June–August (JJA). 
The red dash-dotted lines represent the 50th-, 75th- and 90th-percentiles of s  calculated for spectra with sH  above 5 m over the period 2011–2015. The gray 
dashed lines highlight the field observations analyzed by Forristall and Ewans (1998).
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3.  Relative to the altimeter data set of Ribal and Young (2019), our long-term ERA5-based wave hindcast 
shows inhomogeneous biases evolving with time, changing the sign from negative to positive around 
2010 (Figure 9a). This, however, primarily arises from the systematic differences in sH  across distinct 
altimeter missions, especially for the ENVISAT and JASON-1/2. Our hindcast performs more steadi-
ly when compared against the CCI altimeter data set (Figure 10), in which sH  from the former three 
altimeters are more consistent (Dodet et al., 2020). Figure 10 also explains why another ERA5-based 
wave hindcast (CY46R1) yields a more consistent (i.e., more positive) sH  trend with the CCI data set 
than with the data set of Ribal and Young (2019), as recently reported by Timmermans et al. (2020, their 
Figure 3). Nonetheless, these results do not indicate that one altimeter data set outperforms another. It 
instead highlights the inconsistency in altimeter sH  arising from different calibration methodology, as 
we have explained in Section 4. It is futher shown in Figure 12b that our model biases relative to the 
data set of Ribal and Young (2019) are actually well supported by those derived from in-situ NDBC buoy 
observations. All these discrepancies (Figures 9a, 10 and 12b) seem to imply possible inhomogeneity in 
NDBC buoy measurements, which calls for further investigations of these various wave data sets (see 
also Ardhuin et al., 2019).

4.  Compared against the collected global buoy data set, the long-term ST6 hindcast forced by the ERA5 
10U  shows very promising performance in open waters. Moving closer to the coasts, model skills clearly 

decline, and the largest error is seen in the East China and Yellow Seas where buoys are located in fairly 
shallow waters (see also Figure 8b). Consistent with the altimeter-based comparisons, the ERA5-forced 
runs performs slightly better than the CFS-forced run when verified against the buoy measurements, in 
particular for representing the peak period pT  (Figure B3).

5.  Careful examination of the modeled spectral shape suggests that our wave hindcasts generally agree well 
with buoy observations in specifying the high-frequency wave energy and high-order spectral moments 
(e.g., ss,nd

cU  and 2
cs ; Figures 13 and 14). Nonetheless, errors in the low-frequency wave energy are quite 

significant, especially for frequency bins with 15T    s ( 50%n  ; Figure 13b). Such errors are large-
ly attributed to the drawback of the DIA approach used for estimating the nonlinear transfer nlS , and 
adopting more accurate nlS  parameterizations (e.g., Tolman, 2013) would, to a large extent, resolve this 
problem (Liu et al., 2019; Rogers & van Vledder, 2013). It is further illustrated that for very long waves 
( 18T   s), the CFS-based run yields considerably larger errors than the ERA5-based hindcasts (Fig-
ures 13e and 13f). This seems consistent with the result that the CFS-forced run presents larger errors in 
the Southern Ocean (Figure 8) which is an expansive source region for very long swells arriving at the 
U.S. west coast (Collard et al., 2009; Snodgrass et al., 1966). The hindcasts are less skillful in estimating 
the wave directionality (in terms of   and s ; Figure 15). Similarly, the errors of   increase with wave 
periods, reaching more than 60% for nb  and n  when 15T   s (Figures 15d and 15e).

6.  The breaking probability for dominant surface waves Tb  (Babanin et al., 2001) is fairly low in tropics with 
the annual mean for 2011 less than 0.05% (Figure 16). When moving away from the equator, Tb  almost 
increases quadratically with latitudes until 40 N/S with the annual mean of about 0.7% in the midlati-
tude storm tracks. We note that Tb  however is highly variable in space and time due to the intermittent 
nature of wave breaking. The global distribution of the nonbreaking wave-induced mixed layer depth crz  
(Babanin, 2006), to some extent, follows the spatial patterns of the mean wave length (Figures 17, C1e 
and C1f). It is seen that crz  is comparable to the observations of MLD (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004) 
in the North Pacific during DJF and in the Southern Ocean during JJA; for the remaining regions and 
seasons, crz  however is considerably higher than measurements. The climatology of the wave-spreading 
factor s  is in good agreement with observations of Forristall and Ewans (1998), and, thus, will be useful 
for future ocean engineering design (Figure 19). Meanwhile, it is observed that the greatest seasonality 
of the directional spread appears at the equatorial zone 0-15 S due to the seasonal migration of “swell 
front” in these regions (Figures 19d, C1c and C1d). A preliminary analysis of freak wave indexes is also 
presented in Figure 18 and more thorough discussion will be reported separately.

In conclusion, having seen the promising performance of the ST6 wave hindcasts in specifying multiple 
wave parameters (e.g., sH , 0,2T , orbU , ss,nd

cU , 2
cs ), we believe these data will be highly useful for wave cli-

mate research, ocean/coastal engineering design, remote sensing applications and atmosphere-wave-ocean 
coupling modeling. Furthermore, these data sets, together with global wave hindcasts developed previ-
ously (e.g., Bidlot et al., 2019; Chawla et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2012; Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013), will form a 
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large ensemble of realizations of historical evolution of sea states simulated with distinct wave physics and 
wind forcing, which will help quantify sea states in real oceans more accurately. Significant errors in the 
low-frequency bins for both ( )sH f  and ( )f  may provide guidance for further wave model development. 
Inter-comparsion among existing wave hindcasts is beyond the scope of the paper and will be pursued in 
the future.

Appendix A: ECMWF In-Situ Observation Data Set
The bulk of the data gathered by ECMWF (Bidlot, 2017) came from its operational archive, where all data 
distributed via the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) are kept. The data come from moored buoys, 
with the exception of data from operating platforms in the North and Norwegian Seas and the Gulf of 
Mexico. The main data providers are the US, via the NDBC and CDIP, Canada, the UK, France, Ireland, 
Norway, Iceland, Germany, Spain, Brazil, and South Korea. Coauthors A. Semedo, J. Bidlot, and G. Lemos 
blended the data set with four other regional data sets, around Australia (from Integrated Marine Observing 
System), Portugal mainland and the Azores archipelago (from Instituto Hidrográfico and the CLIMAAT 
project - Clima e Meteorologia dos Arquipélagos Atlânticos), the Baltic Sea (from CMEMS - Copernicus 
Marine Environment Monitoring System) and Brazil (from PNBOIA). In this paper, we have used a subset 
of this data set only, particularly for buoys/platforms located in the northeast Atlantic and Mediterranean 
Sea (Figure 2).

Appendix B: Further Validation Against Satellite and In-Situ Observations
B1. Upper Percentile Winds and Waves

The time series of the upper percentile (i.e., 90, 95 and 99th-percentiles) reanalysis winds, normalized by the 
corresponding altimeter measurements of Ribal and Young (2019), are given in Figure B1a, B1c and B1e. 
The CFS significantly overestimates these stronger winds by around 10% prior to 1993, then under-predicts 
the altimeter values by 2%–3% over the years 1995–2008, and eventually agrees well with observations after 
2010. Comparable results for the CFS winds have been previously reported by Chawla et al. (2013, their Fig-
ure 5) and Stopa and Cheung (2014). The ERA5 provides comparable 95 and 99th-percentile values to the 
measurements from the early satellite missions (GEOSAT and ERS-1). Relative to the remaining altimeters, 
the ERA5 performs more homogeneously over time than the CFS. It underestimates the 90 and 95th-per-
centiles by approximately 5%, and the 99th percentile by roughly 8%. The scatter in the altimeter data at the 
99th percentile is considerably larger than for lower percentiles (Figure B1a). As suggested by Figure 4, the 
ERA5 neutral winds are almost identical to the conventional winds at these upper percentiles, and therefore 
are not shown in Figure B1 for clarity.

The temporal evolution of the normalized upper percentile simulated wave height generally follows the 
pattern of the sH  biases (Figures B1b, B1d and B1f vs. Figure 9a). The computed 90 and 95th-percentile 

sH  from the ERA5 10U -based run underestimates altimeter counterparts by less than 4% during 1992–2007 
and then becomes almost unbiased after 2010; the 99th percentile is underestimated by 2%–5% throughout 
the altimeter era. The CFS-based run (dotted line in Figure B1) overestimates the 90 and 95th-percentile 

sH  roughly by 4% and is comparable to altimeter measurements at the 99th percentile. The reasons for the 
dissimilarity in patterns of the normalized upper percentile winds and waves are (a) that the altimeter 10U  
and sH  are determined separately based on different principles and (b) that errors in the reanalysis winds 
are partially canceled through calibrating the wind stress parameter CDFAC of the ST6 package (Table 3). 
Figure B1 also reveals that the CRYOSAT-2 and HY-2 are apparently inconsistent with other simultaneously 
flying missions in specifying extreme seas, especially for the 99th-percentile sH . Liu et al. (2016) demon-
strated that using a two-branch (first- or second-degree polynomial) function, rather than the linear calibra-
tion formula as adopted by Ribal and Young (2019), for correcting CRYOSAT-2 and HY-2 sH  records would 
mostly resolve these problems.
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B2. Regional Analysis

Analyses similar to those presented in Figure 12 are further performed for three other regions, namely the 
northeast Atlantic, the coastal region around the Korean Peninsula and the Australian east coast, where 
the available buoy records are relatively large in size and sufficiently long in time (Figure B2). Only sH  is 
analyzed and the minimum data duration miny  and water depth mind  used for filtering buoys are described in 
the figure caption. We first discuss the performance of the 41 years ST6 hindcast forced by the ERA5 con-
ventional 10U . Among these regions, the Australian coastal buoy observations are the most homogeneous in 
time (Figures B2e and B2f), showing a sH  bias very close to 0 m throughout the four decades except for the 
period from 1985 to 1995 ( 10b    cm), and a relatively uniform SI around 0.25. Nearly all the buoys chosen 
in the northeast Atlantic are located in the northern North Sea (Figure B2a) with water depth in between 
100 and 150 m, at which waves are primarily deep-water waves (e.g., van Vledder et al., 2016). The corre-
sponding SI from both buoys and altimeters (0.14 and 0.1 in 2019; Figure B2b) is comparable to those shown 
in Figure 12d for the northeast Pacific and northwest Atlantic. Nonetheless, the buoy-based bias presents 
remarkable interannual variability (Figure B2a), ranging from about −15 to 0 cm. Meanwhile, the negative 
biases from altimeters are noticeably greater (10–20 cm difference) prior to 2014. The largest sH  errors are 
seen around the Korean Peninsula: the SI from buoys is apparently large (0.5) during 1996–2007 but is sig-
nificantly reduced after 2009 (roughly 0.3); wave height is moderately overestimated by about 15 cm during 
the former period and then underestimated by around 10 cm over the latter period (Figures B2c and B2d). 
It should be noted that only a few buoys are selected for the regional analysis in the northeast Atlantic and 
in the Korean coastal waters during their respective early stages (e.g., prior to 2005; Figures B2a and B2c). 
Inclusion of new buoys at a later stage might have significantly affected the temporal homogeneity of the 
buoy-based error statistics. For all the three regions, biases from the comparison with buoy and altimeter 
measurements become more consistent during the later years since 2010. The SI from altimeters is always 
remarkably lower than the buoy-based values. This is primarily because the altimeter observations are more 
distant from coastlines (altimeter records less than 50 km offshore are excluded) and correspond to a con-
siderably larger spatial extent (as indicated in the caption of Figure B2). For years after 2011, the CFS-based 
run shows slightly larger random errors in sH  than the ERA5-based runs in the northeast Atlantic and near 
the Korean coast.
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Figure B1. Normalized (a, c and e) 10U  (solid: ERA5, dotted: CFS) and (b, d and f) sH  (solid and dotted lines denote WW3-ST6 hindcasts forced by the ERA5 
and CFS 10U , respectively) at (a and b) 99th, (c and d) 95th and (e and f) 90th percentiles for the global domain. Results with the ERA5 neutral winds 10,neuU  are 
very close to those for the ERA5 10U , and therefore are not shown here for clarity.
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A more comprehensive inter-comparison of the ST6 wave hindcasts from 2011 onwards, forced by three 
distinct winds, is summarized in Figure B3. Buoys are sorted into different groups by their geographical 
locations (see the figure caption). It can be seen that for all the parameters ( 10U , sH , 0,2T  and peak period 

pT ), the ERA5-based results are slightly better than the CFS-based ones, and such outperformance is most 
pronounced in the comparison of pT  (Figure B3d). Consistent with Bidlot et al. (2002), the model skill in 
predicting pT  is noticeably lower than for other parameters (e.g., 0.7  ) because (a) pT  itself is fairly noisy 
(discontinuous) and (b) when multiple wave systems coexist (a common situation in the ocean; Appen-
dix C), accurately estimating pT  would require a reasonable prediction of the relative strength of these coex-
isting systems and of their respective peak locations, which is a more challenging task. Differences arising 
from the usage of two ERA5 winds ( 10U  and 10,neuU ) are not easily detectable in this figure.
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Figure B2. Similar to Figure 12 but for (left) bias and (right) SI  of sH  at three other regions: (a and b) northeast Atlantic ( min 100d   m, min 10y   yr), (c and 
d) coastal area around the Korean Peninsula ( min 0d   m, min 10y   yr), (e and f) eastern Australian coastal waters ( min 0d   m, min 25y   yr). Only buoys with 

mind d  and sH  records longer than miny  yr are selected. The number of the selected buoys is shown as the gray line (yearly moving average) in the left panels 
and their locations are presented in the insets (gray shaded contour is the same as Figure 11). Color scheme for error statistics is the same as Figure 12. Errors 
from altimeters (red lines) are calculated for the domain: (a and b) northeast Atlantic (25 W 5  E, 57 N 64 N   ), (c and d) coastal region around the Korean 
Peninsula (122 E 132  E, 30 N 40 N   ) and (e and f) eastern Australian coast (140 E 158  E, 45 S 10 S   ).

Figure B3. Taylor diagrams summarizing the comparison between ST6 wave hindcasts (from 2011 onwards) and buoys at different regions: NEP (northeast 
Pacific, 170 E 115 W   , 30 N 65 N   ), HA (Hawaii, 165 W 150 W   , 15 N 26 N   ), NWA (northwest Atlantic, 100 W 40 W   , 10 N 55 N   ), NEA 
(northeast Atlantic, 25 W 15 W   , 46 N 66 N   ), MS (Mediterranean Sea), CN (Chinese coast), KR (Korean Peninsula), AU (Australian coast), BR (Brazilian 
coast), SO (Southern Ocean). See also Figure 2 for these buoy locations. (a) wind speed 10U , (b) wave height sH , (c) mean wave period 0,2T  and (d) peak wave 
period pT .
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Appendix C: Wind and Wave Climatology
The climatology of global winds and waves, calculated using the ERA5 conventional 10U  and our ST6 wave 
hindcast over 1979–2019, is presented in Figure C1. Averages for two seasons, that is, December–February 
(DJF) and July–August (JJA), are shown to illustrate the seasonal variability of these parameters.

In the boreal winter (DJF; Figure C1a), 10U  maximizes in the extra-tropical storm tracks in the North Atlan-
tic ( 12  m 1s ). Winds at the midlatitude North Pacific is slightly lower (about 11 m 1s ). The tropical oceans 
generally show the lowest 10U , particularly for the equatorial Indian Ocean, western Pacific and eastern 
Atlantic (approximately 4 m 1s ). High winds occur throughout the Southern Ocean westerlies with 10U  in 
between 9 and 11 m 1s . During the austral winter (JJA; Figure C1b), winds in the North Pacific and Atlantic 
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Figure C1. Wind and wave climatology calculated using the ST6 wave hindcast over 1979–2019: (left) seasonal averages for December–February (DJF) and 
(right) for June–August (JJA). (a and b) (shading) wind speed 10U  and (vector) wind direction u ; (c and d) (shading) significant wave height sH  and (vector) 
mean wave direction w ; (e and f) (shading) peak wave period pT  and (contours) mean wave length mL ; (g and h) (shading) wind sea fraction 2

,( / )s w sH H  and 
(contours) inverse wave age 10 cos / pU c .
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are much reduced (8 m 1s ). The maximal 10U  of about 13 m 1s  is observed in the southern Indian Ocean 
and off the coast of Somalia (due to the low-level southwesterly Somali jet).

The global distribution of wave height sH  generally follows the patterns of wind speed (Figures  C1c 
and C1d), showing energetic waves in the North Pacific and Atlantic storm tracks ( 4sH   m) in DJF and 
in the Southern Ocean all year round. The highest averaged sH  is seen in the area to the south of the Indian 
Ocean (between Australia and South Africa; 5.5sH   m). A remarkable feature is that winds and waves 
are often misaligned (in terms of wind direction u  and mean wave direction w ) at the low-latitude edge 
of storm tracks ( 40  ) and on the east side of ocean basins, especially for the area off the west coast of 
Americas in low latitudes.

The seasonal averages of the peak wave period pT  are given in Figures C1e and C1f). Also shown are the 
mean wave length, defined by

1

0

2 ( )d .mL k E f f
m
   (C1)

Unlike the strong latitudinal pattern of the 10U  and sH  distributions, there is a distinct meridional variation 
in pT  and mL  with the highest values occurring in the tropical and subtropical eastern Pacific during DJF and 
in the eastern Indian Ocean during JJA ( 15pT   s and 200mL   m). Waves are generally shorter ( 10pT   s 
and 120mL   m) on the west side of ocean basins because of limited fetch. Waves in the Southern Ocean 
have 11 13pT    s and mL  around 160 m.

We further present the seasonal averages of the wind sea fraction 2
,( / )s w sH H  and inverse wave age 

1
10 cos( ) /u w pU c     in Figures C1g and C1h, where ,s wH  is the wind sea wave height based on the 

watershed partitioning (Tracy et  al.,  2007) and pc  is the peak phase velocity, given by / 2p pc g f  for 
deep-water waves. These figures clearly demonstrate the dominance of swells in the global oceans, as previ-
ously reported by, for example, Hanley et al. (2010) and Semedo et al. (2011). Only a few regions correspond 
to 50%  and 1 0.4  , including the northwest Pacific and Atlantic during DJF, the subtropical trade 
wind regions and the Southern Ocean storm tracks. The wind sea fraction   is very low in tropics ( 20% )  
due to the low wind speed and prevalence of swells propagating from the midlatitude storm tracks. The 
inverse wave age 1

  becomes below zero (red contour in Figure C1g) in the eastern tropical Pacific during 
DJF primarily because of the misalignment of swells and local winds.

The brief description of the global wind and wave climatology is presented here to facilitate our discussions 
in Section 6. For more thorough investigations of wind and wave climate in global basins, the reader is re-
ferred to Gulev and Grigorieva (2006), Hanley et al. (2010), Semedo et al. (2011), and Young (1999a), among 
others.

Appendix D: Wave-Spreading Factor
The wave-spreading factor of Forristall and Ewans (1998) is estimated by the following steps. Starting from 
the two-dimensional spectrum ( , )F f  , we get the normalized directional spreading function ( , )D f   by

( , ) ( , ) / ( ).D f F f E f  (D1)

We then have the second-order trigonometric moments of the spreading function 2 ( )a f  and 2 ( )b f  (e.g., Kuik 
et al., 1988):

2
2 0( ) cos(2 ) ( , )d ,a f D f     (D2)

2
2 0( ) sin(2 ) ( , )d .b f D f     (D3)

The variance and covariance of the u and v components of the wave particle velocity at zero lag and inte-
grated over depth are given by integrating the second trigonometric moments of ( , )D f   over frequency and 
weighted by the frequency spectrum ( )E f :
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2
2

1 ( ) 1 ( ) d ,
2uu E f a f f      (D4)

2
2

1 ( ) 1 ( ) d ,
2vv E f a f f      (D5)

2
2

1 ( ) ( )d .
2uv E f b f f   (D6)

Performing a coordinate system transformation from ( , )x y  to ( , )a b  in which the velocity components are 
statistically independent (i.e., 0ab  ) (by using the principal wave direction p ), we will have

2 2 21 ( ) ,
2aa uu vv r     (D7)

2 2 21 ( ) ,
2bb uu vv r     (D8)

2 2 2 2 2 21 ( ) ( ) .
4 uu vv uvr      (D9)

In the new coordinate system ( , )a b , the velocity in the principal wave direction is normally distributed with 
the standard deviation of aa . Similarly, for unidirectional waves, the velocity distribution has a standard de-

viation of 2 2
uu uv    . The wave-spreading factor s  is thus defined by the reduction of the rms velocity 

in the principal wave direction due to directional spreading of wave field, given by

2 2/ ( ).s aa uu vv     (D10)

For unidirectional waves s  is 1 and for omnidirectional waves 1 / 2 , thus [1 / 2,1]s  .

Data Availability Statement
The hindcasts are freely available and data access will be provided from Q. Liu (liuqingxiang@ouc.edu.cn; 
qingxiang.liu@unimelb.edu.au) and A. Babanin (a.babanin@unimelb.edu.au). A full list of wave param-
eters archived in these data sets and other technical details (i.e., how to download data) can be found in 
Liu and Babanin (2021, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4497717). While preparing the manuscript, the ST6 
hindcasts forced by the ERA5 “back extension” data (1950–1978; preliminary version) were produced as 
well. All the reanalysis, satellite data sets and most of the in-situ buoy measurements used in this paper are 
publicly available as summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
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